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Yesterday we spoke concerning this passage that we just read about the question, when

Master Rinzai has ascended to his high seat, his preaching throne, a monk came before him and

asked a certain question.  And what did that monk ask?  That monk asked about this sharpest of

all swords, this two edged sword that can cut either way.  As soon as you approach it you are

going to get cut.  The monk asked, "What is the activity of this sword that cuts both to the front

and to the back, to the right and to the left?"  

Unless you can immediately grasp that what the monk is asking about is none other than

what we call the activity of the Dharma, unless you can understand that the question is about this

doing that creates not only the world in which we live, but is creating us as well, you cannot

possibly appreciate Master Rinzai's answer.  

I  always  talk  about  this  activity  of  the  Dharma,  and  yesterday  was  no  exception.

Yesterday I began to describe its fundamental process.  

Indeed this creative activity of the Dharma can well be compared to a sharp two edged

sword.  If somebody comes from the right that person is cut.  If somebody comes from the left

that person also will be cut.

By now you should understand, because I have said it so many times, over and over

again, what we mean by this fundamental activity of nature that creates all things, is an activity

that has two contrasting, antithetical doings that we could refer to as thus-going and thus-coming.

Explained a little bit simpler we can say that the activity of life and the activity of death are

always surrounding our individual being.  We are surrounded above and below, from the right

and left by these two sides of nature.  

Or, even more tangibly, in our tradition of Tathagata Zen we understand the thus-going

activity as the activity of expansion, and  tatha-agata as the activity of contraction.  If you say

there is good, then the opposite activity is the activity of evil.   Or if you speak of the male
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activity that forms man then there is the opposite female activity that forms woman.  Or you can

say plus and minus.  

When you add plus and minus together what do you get?  You get zero.  And in exactly

this same way when the thus-going and thus-coming unite they immediately interpenetrate, and

plus experiences the world of minus and minus experiences the world of plus.  When it comes to

the aspect of plus completely experiencing the world and minus and vice versa, this is a rather

deep issue that cannot be described in a short period of time.  But for the last several days this is

precisely what I have been attempting to describe to you.  I also explained that when plus and

minus completely experience each other that means that they are holding the entirety of their

shared space together.  In Tathagata Zen we call plus completely experiencing minus and minus

completely experiencing plus true love.  

But, I think I also pointed out that along the path to the state of true, complete love,

inevitably we do incomplete love.  What Tathagata Zen tries to point out is that, yes indeed

everyone says that we cannot live without love, but if we really analyze what we mean by love

we will understand that in fact there are two kinds of love: complete and incomplete.  If you stop

at  the  state  of  incomplete  love,  thinking that  is  all  there  is,  then you will  never  be  able  to

manifest the wisdom that understands the true nature of love.  So yes, we have to live love,

indeed, but why is it that everyone goes around crying about their love life?  Well, it is because

they only go as far as incomplete love.  They tarry there.  They stop there.  They don’t go any

further.  So be careful!

So the ultimate word on true love is simply this:  true love is complete love.  Complete

love is zero.  

In other words zero is a state wherein there is not the slightest need to think.  Now, a

monk has used different vocabulary to inquire about this fundamental activity that unites and

separates, he refers to it as the two sides of the sword blade.  

When true love is manifest both the man and the woman became totally free.  Both the

man and the woman become free from themselves.  There is no need to think.  There is no need

to think of love.  They will, undoubtedly manifest this wisdom.  
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As I said yesterday it is the teaching of Buddhism that this activity of the Dharma is not

only creating the world in which live, but it is also creating us.

When plus and minus unite then there is zero.  There is no heaven and no earth.  The

good God and the bad God both disappear.  That kind of condition is called zero. That is the

complete condition.  So according to Buddhism if you want to say that there is an Almighty

person who is  God, okay, then that  Almighty  must  be none other  than that  which does  the

activity of zero.  But Buddhism does not speak about God.  In Hinduism God is called Brahma.

In Brahmanism, the teaching that is the teaching about God, then God is given the role as creator

of all things.  However in Buddhism we do not call the state of the manifestation of true love

“God.”  Instead we call it the dharmakaya.  People that are interested in religion will refer to the

dharmakaya as God. But the important point not to be forgotten is that this dharmakaya, this God

is  something  that  comes  about  in  the  folds  of  the  process  of  plus  and  minus  uniting  and

separating over and over again, there is no actual fixated entity called God.

So  Buddhism says  that  if  you  want  to  say  that  there  is  an  Almighty,  and  call  that

Almighty “God,” that is fine, but don’t fixate it!  Because if you do then you are making a grave

error.  

So, in other words, when plus and minus add to zero that could be called God, but that

zero is never fixated.   

So  we  can  provisionally  refer  to  a  person  that  has  manifested  the  wisdom  that

understands how zero comes about when plus and minus experience each other's   worlds as

manifesting God, but do not think that this is in any way a fixated state.  Those who like to think

about God as absolute, we ask them to do some zazen practice and see if God is really a fixated

thing or not.  Sooner or later they will realize that the self that fixates God and wants to be saved

by God is an erroneous way to manifest self.  

So, again, for the sake of discussion, we can describe that which comes about when plus

and minus add to zero as the "hoshinbutsu 法身佛" as we say in Japanese.  That is to say the

dharmakaya Buddha.  So, it is that activity of the Dharma that is being compared to the two

edged sword in today’s story.  
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Yesterday I asked the question who was it that first started to talk about the two edged

sword.  Zen flourished in China during the T’ang dynasty.  During this era Zen branched into

five main schools: Igyo-ju, Rinzai-shu, Soto-shu, Hogen-ju, and Unmon-ju.  In the Rinzai school

there was a further split into Oryo-shu and Yogi-shu, making seven schools altogether.  Seven

schools but they all taught the same activity of the Dharma.  In so far as they teach the Dharma

activity there is no difference between them.  Two of the famous masters of that time were

Master Obaku and Master Issan.  Both of them had studied under Master Hyakujo, and so they

are considered brothers in terms of lineage.  Obaku, of course, was Rinzai’s teacher.  Issan had a

disciple named master Gyozan.  The style of teaching in the lineage of Issan and Gyozan was

similar  to the relationship of a husband and wife.   This master and disciple were just  like a

married couple!  What does it mean when we say that it is like a husband and wife?  It means

that  the student  would completely  experience  the state  of  the teacher  while  the teacher  was

completely experiencing the state of the student.  This style of teaching and practice, because it

was done in the lineage of Issan and Gyozan, came to be known as the Igyo school.  The role of

the student is to receive what the teacher gives.  When the teacher gives the student completely

receives the meaning of that giving.  When the student faces the teacher and intends to grasp the

teacher, to take the teacher,  inevitably that teacher will then manifest a world that can be taken,

that can be grasped.  This is just like the life of a husband and wife.  Don’t you think that it is an

appropriate comparison?

In other words the activity of the Dharma is like the activity of husband and wife.  The

very instant that one side gives, at that very instant the activity of receiving arises.  Therefore,

when tatha-gata  expands,  it  is  because  there  is  a  world  manifest  that  makes  that  expansion

possible that tatha-gata is able to expand.  That is the teaching of the Igyo school.  Even if

expansion were to want to expand, if there were not a world to receive it there is no way that on

its own it could expand.  The only way that something can be taken is if there is a state manifest

that allows itself to be taken.  This is what stealing means.  Conflict or fighting means that the

activity  of  stealing  is  being  done  in  a  conquering  way.   That  is  a  truly  despicable  thing.

However, truly, stealing is not stealing.  True stealing is when there is a world that makes the
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stealing possible,  allowing itself  to be stolen.   This is  what,  “In reality  there is no stealing”

means.    This is the teaching of the Igyo school.  If I had enough time to really desribe in detail

what I am trying to get at here you would eventually say, “Uhhuh, yes, I get it.”  

The upshot is just this, the reason man appears is because there is women, and conversely

the reason woman exists is because of man.  If we say the male position of plus and the female

position is minus, then when plus and minus become one that is true love.  That is neither plus

nor minus.   That  is  zero.   Man and woman,  plus and minus have disappeared.   This is  the

teaching of the Igyo school.

According to Buddhism the definition of what it means to be a sentient being is that one

lives in the three worlds.  That is to say the world of future, past, and present.  But when one

manifests the coming together of plus and minus then past, present and future become one thing.

They disappear.  Therefore when one is manifesting true love one is also manifesting the One

True Nature.  

What do I mean by the present?  The present is simply the incomplete self.  And how

does the present come into existence?  As I have described many times, it comes into existence

through plus and minus both.  Therein minus becomes incomplete.  The incomplete self that is

the present moment calls that incomplete minus activity the future.  The present moment has

both plus and minus as its content.  But because of the incompleteness the leftover plus is looked

upon as past.  This, of course, is just one way to describe this process.  So the important thing is

that what people call past, present and future are all incomplete.  And yet, incomplete though it

is, this present does contain both plus and minus.  Therefore the present moment is also referred

to as the world of manifesting zero.  But incomplete zero.  

When the incomplete self manifests the complete self then the past world and the future

world vanish and the complete present, the complete self manifests.  This is when all of plus and

all of minus have unified into a single zero.  If you wish you can call that the manifestation of

God, the manifestation  of the dharmakaya.   The state  wherein past,  present and future have

disappeared is by definition a state in which it is impossible to make any comparisons.  So, you

can call it the manifestation of one true nature, or the manifestation of God, or true love, but
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certainly you must admit that there is nothing as valuable, as noble as this.  Zen practice is to

manifest the wisdom that knows that there is nothing better than the manifestation of true love.

This is the supreme thing.  Fools!  Wake up!  You say, “I have to have love.  We cannot live

without love!”  but the love you are talking about is incomplete love.  If you are going to open up

your mouth and say “love” then you should manifest complete love.  

However,  even if  you manifest  complete  love,  it  is  not fixated.   True love will  then

inevitably, again, break apart.  And the very instant that it breaks up then once again past, present

and future arise within this one world.  

So, this world wherein we, “jabber. jabber, jabber, jabber,” about this and that.  “This is

right.  That is wrong” this is the human world.  This is the world of the separation of past,

present and future.  However, as I always tell you, when you transcend the human world then

true  love  appears.   It  is  then  that  the  complete  self  manifests.   The  manifestation  of  the

dharmakaya.  So, if you want to speak of it in religious terms that is God.  

The monk asked, “What about this so called affair of the sword blade?”  By ‘affair’ or

‘business’ he meant the result.  He meant that the activity of the two edged sword, that is the

Dharma  activity  will,  inevitably,  bring  about  a  result.   Under  what  circumstances  does  the

Dharma activity bring about the result of the dharmakaya?  When does the result called God

manifest  itself?  When does true love manifest?  When does the activity of the sword blade

manifest true God?  

In asking this way he was using a phrase that had been coined, first, by Issan.  This Issan,

who, together with his disciple Gyozan, gave birth to the Igyo school of Zen, was the first one to

use the phrase, “The affair of the sword blade” in order to refer to the result of the Dharma

activity.  

Some of you have come all the way from Europe, from Germany, from Vienna, I ask you

to be intense, clear, together in your practice!  Go beyond kindergarten Zen!  It is hard to truly

grasp the affair of the sword blade, but this is what you must do!  Don’t talk in your sleep, from

the standpoint of being attached to incomplete love, about love, about needing love.  

What Tathagata Zen asks us to do is to understand that truth is zero.  There is no truth
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outside of that.  

The “mu 無” of Buddhism means the state when being and non-being come together, and

manifest true love.  It is neither being nor non-being.  

Now, from this lineage of Issan and Gyozan there is another story about a monk asking

Gyozan a question.  A monk once asked Gyozan, “What is the dharmakaya?  What is the Great

Affair?”   He asked,  “What  is  God?”  What  would  you answer  if  someone asked you this?

Inevitably you are going to be asked, “What is the dharmakaya?  What is God?”  How will you

answer?  What did Gyozan say when asked this?  He was a Great Master.  He said, “I cannot

answer.”  I wonder if you understand?  He was zero!  Of course he could not answer.  He said, in

essence, that someone manifesting zero will probably be able to answer, go find someone else to

answer you.  What kind of person?  So the monk asked him, “Okay, who will give me an answer

to my question?”  What would you answer if you were thus questioned?  Teachers are the kind of

people who answer questions.  Among you there are those of you who are wearing the koromo,

and you do teach various things, so how would you answer in this situation?  Most people don’t

have a clue, but they sure can jabber a lot!  What did Gyozan say?  I am not that familiar with the

customs of T’ang dynasty China, but it seems that the Chinese at that time kept their sleeping

gear, their pillows and such, fairly close at hand.  Gyozan grabbed the pillow that was at hand,

and “gyuuutto!” tossed it in front of his questioner, as if to say,  “This pillow will answer you!”

What is a pillow?  Gyozan was probably thinking, “The pillow is that which appears through the

activities of plus and minus.”  When man and woman rest together they share one pillow.  

The world of giving and the world of receiving are one world.  That One World is just

like a pillow.  This is the way Gyozan was thinking when he answered by showing the pillow.

So you must manifest the wisdom that understands that pillow is the oneness of plus and minus.

It is said that when his teacher Issan heard about how Gyozan had responded in this instance he

cried out, “Gyozan has the affair of the sword blade in his hands.”  It is truly a world of deep

peace, isn’t it?  When husband and wife sleep profoundly sharing one pillow, when plus and

minus come together there is no world a quiet and peaceful as this.  

But of course if you were to think that the manifestation of true love is all there is to
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human life then, in fact, the human world would not manifest.  Then all joy and all sorrow would

be  gone,  and  there  would  be  no  human  world.   So,  according  to  Tathagata  Zen  inevitably

husband and wife wake up, and when they wake up they are facing each other,  they are in

contrast to each other.  And when they wake up plus and minus separate and once again past,

present and future are born.  What Tathagata Zen is all about is to clearly practice this.  

There are many, many Zens.  In the sutras it is written that there are two hundred kinds of

Zen.  There is infant Zen.  There is child Zen, young adult Zen, old persons Zen, bird Zen, bug

Zen, beast Zen.  There is all kinds of Zen, but every kind of Zen is contained in the Dharma

activity.  They are all contained within the activity of the Dharma.  But no matter how much is in

the Dharma activity the activity of the Dharma never attaches to the activity of the Dharma.  As

soon as the Dharma activity manifests woman it also manifests man.  The moment you think the

world of insects is manifest then, without attaching to the world of insects, at once, the next

world, of, shall we say, birds, manifests.  In this way the Dharma activity never attaches.  That is

why attachment is wrong!  Of course in Tathagata Zen we recognize the bugs, the birds, the

beasts, but what we mean by the human is that which comes about through not fixating, not

attaching to any of these previous states.  The state in which it is absolutely no longer necessary

to manifest love is the state of the ultimately large.  That is the state of true love.  The state of the

ultimately large love.  Even dogs and cats manifest true love.  Birds do also.  Fishes also.  This is

what Tathagata Zen teaches.  But, what Buddhism teaches is that the reason birds are birds and

beasts are beasts is because they have become attached to their respective worlds.  The animal

says, “I don’t need to go any further.  I’m fine being an animal.”  The cat says, “I’m fine being a

cat,” so it never goes on to become a dog.  However, cats, dogs, and birds, in the same way

manifest true love, manifest the true self, and through that find satisfaction.  But the only one that

can understand this underlying principle of nature is the human being.  Cats, dogs, and birds do

not need to know.  They manifest their complete selves without knowing the principle of it.

They die without ever actually knowing that they have manifested complete  love.   However

human beings can know the principle.  When human beings arrive at the state in which it is no

longer necessary to manifest love then true wisdom manifests.  
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Our time has come to stop.

So how did Rinzai answer when the monk asked, in essence, “What is the activity of the

Dharma?”   “Heavens,  heavens!”   is  how  Rinzai  answered.   In  your  book  it  translates  as

“Heavens,  heavens,”  but  the  actual  Chinese  characters,  kaji  禍事 ,  mean  something  like

“disaster.”  

The self appears.  From the right comes plus.  From the left minus approaches.  The plus

and the minus sword have appeared to cut you!  That self is going to be cut by both sides.  “Oh

my God!  Oh my God!” wouldn’t you say that?!  Our time has come, so we must end at the “Oh

my God!” part of the story.

終

The End
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